LISAA is a multidisciplinary school recognized by the Ministry of Culture and Communication. It has more than 2500 students in France and abroad which makes it the largest private school of applied arts in France.

Organized as a network and present in 6 cities in France (Paris, Rennes, Nantes, Strasbourg, Bordeaux and Toulouse), but also in China and India, LISAA trains creators in fashion, graphic design, motion design, webdesign, interior architecture, design, 2D/3D animation, video game and special effects.

For more information: www.lisaa.com & www.lisaa.china.com

♦ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY

FOUNDATION YEAR

ANIMATION & VIDEO GAMES: 2D/3D animation, 2D/3D video games, visual effects, Game art & Game Design, Video Game producer

INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN: product design, global design, service design, connected design, design management

GRAPHIC DESIGN: motion design, digital art direction, UX design

FASHION: fashion design & business, textile design, pattern making, fashion and luxury management, interior design, New Medias & Fashion Marketing

♦ STRENGTHS

LISAA offers to its students a real tailor-made teaching methodology

Programmes are recognised by the French Ministry of Culture & Communication

- Partnerships with national and international companies
- Campus located in the heart of Paris
- Academic programs in English
- Individual tutoring
- Full time courses: 25 hours / week classes
- Recognised by the French Ministry of Culture and Communication

♦ LOCATION

LISAA schools are located in Paris, Nantes, Rennes, Strasbourg, Bordeaux, Toulouse & Suzhou (China)

- LISAA Paris Graphic Design : 62, boulevard Arago 75013 Paris, t. +33 (0)1 85 73 23 40
- LISAA Paris Fashion : 13 Rue Vauquelin 75005 Paris, t. +33 (0)1 47 07 17 07
- LISAA Animation & Video Games: 7 rue Armand Moisant 75015 Paris, t. +33 (0)1 71 39 88 00
- LISAA Interior Architecture & Design : 8 square Henri Delormel 75014 Paris, t. +33 (0)1 45 43 02 02
- LISAA Nantes : 13 rue Baron 44000 Nantes, t. +33 (0)2 40 20 30 50
- LISAA Rennes : 13 rue Poullain-Duparc 35000 Rennes, t. +33 (0)2 99 79 23 79
- LISAA Strasbourg : 1A rue Thiergarten 67000 Strasbourg, t. +33 (0)3 88 22 44 22
- LISAA Bordeaux : Campus Bassins à Flot - 20 Quai Lawton CS50100 33070 Bordeaux Cedex, t. +33 (0)5 56 12 40 58
- LISAA Toulouse : 30 rue de Tours, 31676 Labège, t. +33 (0)5 61 39 77 20
- LISAA Suzhou : n°45 Jinshiheyan Road, Suzhou 21500, RPC, +86 (0)5 12 88 86 67 70

♦ REGISTRATION FEES/YEAR

From 6,000 to 11,000 € + 450€ registration fees

♦ POSTAL ADDRESS

LISAA Paris Design graphique : 62 boulevard Arago 75013 Paris, t. +33 (0)1 85 73 23 40
LISAA Paris Mode : 13 Rue Vauquelin 75005 Paris, t. +33 (0)1 47 07 17 07
LISAA Animation & Jeu vidéo : 7 rue Armand Moisant 75015 Paris, t. +33 (0)1 71 39 88 00
LISAA Architecture d’intérieur & Design : 8 square Henri Delormel 75014 Paris, t. +33 (0)1 45 43 02 02
LISAA Nantes : 13 rue Baron 44000 Nantes, t. +33 (0)2 40 20 30 50
LISAA Rennes : 13 rue Poullain-Duparc 35000 Rennes, t. +33 (0)2 99 79 23 79
LISAA Strasbourg : 1A rue Thiergarten 67000 Strasbourg, t. +33 (0)3 88 22 44 22
LISAA Bordeaux : Campus Bassins à Flot - 20 Quai Lawton CS50100 33070 Bordeaux Cedex, t. +33 (0)5 56 12 40 58
LISAA Toulouse : 30 rue de Tours, 31676 Labège, t. +33 (0)5 61 39 77 20
LISAA Suzhou : n°45 Jinshiheyan Road, Suzhou 21500, RPC, +86 (0)5 12 88 86 67 70

http://www.lisaa.com
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